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Anatomage is the global 3D medical application leader. Our products are currently installed and used in thousands of
universities, institutions, clinics, and hospitals all over the US and world-wide. The Anatomage Table is the most
technologically advanced 3D anatomy visualization system for anatomy education and is being adopted by many of
the world’s leading medical schools and institutions.

The Anatomage Tables are a fully interactive, comprehensive 3D visualization tool with an intuitive hands-on interface
allowing for quick analysis and examination, for medical education, patient diagnosis, and dynamic presentations. Our
products feature the most accurate human anatomy and patient data of any technology available. Powerful hardware
and software makes our product the preferred solution for medical applications.

The Table contains life-sized male and female gross anatomy. Including four full-body 3D cadavers ensures that
students will be exposed to anatomical variation associated with difference in age, sex, and clinical history. The
Anatomage Table based education is proven to be effective. Growing publications show improved test scores, more
efficient class and lab sessions, and student acceptance. The Table allows students to interact with young and well
preserved digital cadavers instead of aged and degenerated bodies. The accurate details and rich content draw
students’ interest and attention leading to more effective educational outcomes.

The Anatomage Table is the advanced technology available for your institution. Students, parents, alumni, or visitors
will be impressed with the presence and visual impact of the Table. There are no chemicals, no unpleasant smell, no
recurring facility costs, no regulations and a higher student adoption rate over traditional cadavers. This system could
set your institution as the technology leader in your community.
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assistants, or students. Tables can be used as the primary resource in a lab or in conjunction with other anatomy
resources such as models, live-subject activities, and dissections.

Anatomage has created activities that can be used with Table, all of which you have access to. These activities can be
edited and customized based on the needs of your courses. If you would like additional materials prepared for your
curriculum, Anatomage is more than happy to collaborate with you to create custom content. In the past we have
created activities, presets, screenshots, and videos, and are open to all potential collaboration opportunities.

<b>Anatomage Goods</b> - Anatomage Table (Standard and Convertible), Clinical, Alpha, Science software, eBook,
Tablet, and VR.
<br><br>
<b>Warranty</b> - All Anatomage Products come with first year of warranty which can be upgraded to a total of five
(5) years of warranty.
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Braeden Small Regional Sales (310) 266-0181 braeden.small@anatomage.com

Dan Spooner Regional Sales (813) 380-6128 dspooner@anatomage.com

Chad Parke Regional Sales (425) 236-0065 chad.parke@anatomage.com

Jeff Sweet Regional Sales (740) 604-0948 Jeffrey.sweet@anatomage.com

Nana Osei Regional Sales (312) 894-9255 nana.osei@anatomage.com

Rob Smith Regional Sales (410) 629-9563 robert.smith@anatomage.com

Garett Onstot Regional Sales Rep (515) 971-7885 garett.onstot@anatomage.com

Jonathan Perry Regional Sales (408) 885-1474 jperry@anatomage.com

Steven King Director of Sales (408) 885-1474 steven.king@anatomage.com
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